The Pandemic Infodemic: The Role of Risk Communication and Media in a Pandemic
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ABSTRACT

Coronavirus disease outbreak in Wuhan City in Hubei Province, China, in December 2019, soon spread to over a hundred countries. In March 2020, WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic. Carrying high numbers of cases and mortality rates, far-reaching consequences of the global pandemic continues to be the prime global agenda. Communication efforts were maintained continuously during the epidemic to inform the public, raise awareness, take precautions and to eventually mitigate the pandemic so as to prevent the national health system from collapsing. Media played a key role as the public and health authorities disclosed information. Nevertheless, modern communication technologies and the infodemic spreading from social media hindered the communication of accurate information. Given the insufficient health literacy in Turkey, the rapidly changing and unstable pandemic environment resulted in information gaps and in overlooked information. The significance of critical media literacy and health literacy, particularly in digital media, was once again underlined. This study evaluates the influence of risk communication and media on society during the COVID-19 pandemic. In addition, the study assesses important concerns for media during risk periods, including a pandemic.
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For long, nuclear wars were predicted to be the greatest risk threatening the world. Countries thus armed and discussed potential war scenarios. While the possibility of widespread epidemic outbreaks were raised every now and then, no one could have predicted the extent of this current global pandemic. The unforeseen pandemic rapidly engulfed countries in a multidimensional obscurity and trapped them in a strait.

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19) is a respiratory illness that impacts over a hundred countries (1, 2). In December 2019, clusters of pneumonia cases of unknown etiology developed in Wuhan City in Hubei Province, China. Mass contagion struck within a few weeks and continued travels further spread the infection. As Chinese government reported escalating numbers of cases, emergency measures were implemented to counter the virus. On January 9, 2020, the disease was confirmed to be caused by a new type of coronavirus (3). The number of cases in China scaled rapidly and control measures were taken immediately (4). However, the virus spread to other countries at an unanticipated rate. On March 11, World Health Organization declared the COVID a pandemic(1, 5). In March, Europe was declared the centre of pandemic and increasing mortality rates in Italy, Spain and France in Europe, following the escalation in China, swapped anxiety for fear. By the end of March, the centre of pandemics was to the United States. Currently, present in over a hundred countries, the number of cases and the mortality rates of COVID-19 vary between countries. The global COVID-19 pandemic continues to be high on the agenda as its far-reaching consequences stretch across time.

Turkey was hit relatively late by the pandemic. The Ministry of Health and the Coronavirus Scientific Advisory Board had long implemented countermeasures by March 11, when the first coronavirus case was confirmed in Turkey. The first death due to coronavirus was confirmed on March 16, prompting rapid and radical social, economic, political, administrative, legal and religious measures. Health authorities underline that a pandemic of this extent has been unprecedented since long. The global number of cases and mortality due to COVID-19 increase incessantly. The pandemic brought forward the state of health workers and systems, insufficiency of medical supplies, increasing purchases in food, health and hygiene products, economy at a bottleneck, layoffs and psychological stress caused by isolation. Health communication, risk communication and the role of media in risk communication were also highlighted during these trying times. This study evaluates the role of media in the COVID-19 pandemic.

Risk Communication

While some experts quote Beck’s (1992) “Risk Society” to explain the current pandemic, Beck did not actually use the term epidemic. Risk, often described as the potential risk in health communication literature (6). Risk communication refers to building through verbal and/or non-verbal structured messages of an individual or a group in the minds of the target audience a sense of injury and fatal risk related to an evident hazard (4, 5, 7, 8). Historically, risk communication focused on public communication concerning industrial, medical, environmental and social risks and related hazards, which could affect societies or individuals.

Risk communication aims to mitigate, alleviate and manage potential risks. Though it’s essentially built on current knowledge, long-term plans; routine, controlled, structured and systematic messages; and the opinions of scientists and technical experts are crucial in risk communication (9-11). Risk periods bring an unstable and unclear state of communication. This uncertainty and instability highlight the significance of risk communication in the re-establishment of stability. However, if not managed properly, risk communication could also trigger new risks, crisis and chaos. Trust, reliability, honesty, transparency and accountability are crucial in risk communication and the lacking thereof could hinder all efforts. Past experiences demonstrated that misinterpretation of information, insufficient or misinterpreted warnings, rumours, sensation and inconsistent information result in the outbreak of new risks (6, 8).

Risk communication research and planning incorporate risk assessment, risk intervention and risk management based on the cultural structure of societies. The content, timing, wording and audience of the information, or the messages in risk communication depend on the risk management activities of decision-makers. Crisis communication, on the other hand, is often mentioned along with risk communication yet it differs in nature.

It involves high levels of uncertainty, lack of information and accusations, as well as reactive and short-term activities. Risk communication includes a wider scope of activities and process than crisis management. Ideally, risk communication amidst a pandemic aims to encourage society in prevention activities, patience and recovery to maximize efficient and joint action capacity (10-12). Communication efforts should not be neglected in risk management planning during an epidemic since they can help society adjust to uncertainties and changing norms. Risk communication between pandemic management planners and/or boards and the society entails dialogue and interaction on potential problems, current deficiencies and resources. Initial strategies in risk communication should also include individual and social capacity assessment to provide a guideline in communications planning (10, 13). Messages should range from the adoption of simple, yet effective habits (hand-washing, hygiene, etc) to the relief of anxiety, fear and uncertainties (quarantines, school and business closings, financial distress etc). Communication loopholes will be filled in by various parties or interest groups, causing potential impact, even harm to vulnerable individuals. Therefore, it is essential to overcome disruptive, parasitic voices in the desired cooperative information exchange and to further strengthen the clear messages.

Historical and contemporary experience on public health risks show that insufficient and misleading communication widely endanger risk management. Even minor mistakes might blank all confidence in risk management capacity and cause unexpected and undesired consequences. Indeed, it is not easy to estimate the impacts of pandemic on daily life, nor the potential mortality or morbidity rates. Health authorities remind that it is natural for messages to change course keeping up with the dynamic and unstable nature of pandemic (13-15). Initial basic information delivered at the inception of the epidemic (hand-washing etc) will soon be replaced with new information. Messages will evolve along the course. It might therefore be necessary to repeat or to change messages such as to clear uncertainties, reshape public expectations, adjust to new developments and persuade to cooperation. Rapidly changing and/or incoherent information during uncertainties, including pandemics, might discourage people from cooperating in risk mitigation. As the establishment and maintenance of trust is highly significant in risk communication, public’s understanding and/or interpretation of messages as well as the motivation and intention to keep up the measures should be closely followed. Trust involves the competency, justice, honesty, accountability and transparency of leaders or risk managers and it can be influenced by the qualities, performances or the messages of official spokesmen during a pandemic.

Media plays a key role in access to accurate and up-to-date information and in informing the fearing and anxious public. During the COVID-19 pandemic, positive and negative aspects of traditional and modern media came into focus.

The Role of Media in a Pandemic

Media played a significant role in the epidemic since the first confirmed case. It not only informed the public, but was also effective in risk management and public motivation. Media declared case and death statistics, discussed the matter in several aspects, and briefed viewers/readers on global developments. Current home quarantine required most people to stay home, who eventually developed a greater interest in media and news programmes.

It is well-known that the modern, fast and easy-to-use communication technologies become more popular day by day. Modern media, and notably social media gained an increased popularity during the epidemic (16). Misleading insufficient and/or misinterpreted theories in global circulation on social media since the early cases made it quite difficult to comprehend the developments and to take measures concerning the virus (17-23). The unique infodemic ecosystem of social media triggered fear and panic about COVID-19 as the first cases were confirmed by China. Subsequently, accurate information was overlooked and a widespread, racist hate-speech emerged. Infodemic is described as an excessive amount of incorrect or exaggerated information or news. It prompts fear and panic in society, creating confusion regarding trustworthy individuals and news sources. The sensational, widely inaccurate information spreading faster than the virus on social media negatively impacted awareness efforts on the virus(4, 16, 17, 24-30). Sensational, fear-inducing information are known to spread rapidly and to attract more interest than accurate information.
In the future, considering public health risks and focusing on enhancing public health awareness and health literacy will facilitate potential risk management.
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